ALCOHOLISM AND DISABILITY DISCRIMINATION: LESSONS FROM THE USC COACH’S CASE

By Tom Wilson

INTRODUCTION

If you have never dealt with an employee who is an alcoholic, rest assured, you will. Alcoholism has been described as the single largest, most destructive addiction in the United States, with an estimated seventeen
million Americans struggling with some form of alcohol addiction. According to a recent study by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, nearly 7 percent of adults ages 18 and older have an “alcohol use disorder.” By his own admission, one of these individuals was Steve Sarkisian, who prior to his termination on October 12, 2015, was the head coach of the University of Southern California’s football team. Less than two months after he was fired, Sarkisian filed a lawsuit against USC alleging that his termination was the result of disability-based discrimination and that, rather than attempting to reasonably accommodate his alcoholism as required by law, the University fired him and “kicked him to the curb.” In fact, in his complaint Sarkisian alleges that USC fired him a day after placing him on an indefinite leave of absence and that he first learned of his termination while traveling to an out-of-state treatment facility. In addition, Sarkisian claims that USC did not have cause to terminate his employment contract and, consequently, owes him roughly $15 million in severance. In response to Sarkisian’s complaint, USC filed a motion to compel arbitration earlier this month in which it denies firing the coach because he was an alcoholic and asserts that Sarkisian was let go because he could not perform basic job responsibilities, including showing up for practices and speaking events.

While it is quite unlikely that any of us will have any involvement in a decision to terminate the employment of a potentially disabled NCAA Division 1 football head coach, the Sarkisian case does provide a useful framework to re-examine what obligations an employer faces in managing an employee who is an alcoholic. Before undertaking that analysis, we need to briefly review the circumstances of Coach Sarkisian’s USC employment that culminated in his termination from one of the most prestigious head coaching positions in the country.

THE RISE AND FALL OF STEVE SARKISIAN

When he was hired as head coach by USC in December 2013, USC’s Athletic Director, Pat Haden, announced: “We are delighted to welcome Steve Sarkisian back to the Trojan family. We conducted an exhaustive and thorough search. We kept coming back to Sark.” Sarkisian’s status as part of “the Trojan family” was earned by his prior service on the USC coaching staff under head coach Pete Carroll in a variety of positions, including offensive assistant, quarterbacks coach, offensive coordinator and assistant head coach from 2001 to 2008. From 2008 until 2013, Sarkisian was the head football coach for the University of Washington, where he was credited for taking a winless Husky team to four consecutive bowl appearances. After the “exhaustive and thorough search” referenced by AD Haden, on December 3, 2013, USC and Sarkisian entered into a 5-year contract, which made the then 39-year-old Sarkisian the highest paid coach in the Pac. 12.

In Sarkisian’s first season at USC, the Trojans in 2014 posted a respectable 9-4 record. However, the 2015 football season began badly for Sarkisian. At the school’s annual “Salute to Troy” pep rally in August, Sarkisian was “apparently intoxicated, slurring his words, uttering an expletive and acting so unsteady that he left the stage before his remarks were complete.” Sarkisian later apologized and based his conduct on an unexpected interaction between anti anxiety medications and two beers he had consumed prior to the pep rally. The 2015 football season had begun with high expectations—the Associated Press poll ranked USC as the 8th best team in the nation—but after winning its first 3 games, USC was defeated by Stanford and on October 8, USC suffered an upset loss to the University of Washington (a game USC was favored to win by 17 points.) Three days later, on October 11, Sarkisian was too ill (supposedly, he was hungover) to attend a team practice. In telephone conversations later that day with AD Haden, Sarkisian told Haden that he needed time off because he was not well, and Haden responded by putting the coach on an indefinite leave of absence. The following day, on October 12, the Los Angeles Times published an article claiming that Sarkisian had drinking problems during his tenure as Washington’s head coach. The same day, USC decided to fire Sarkisian. According to Sarkisian, he learned of USC’s decision through an email he received from Haden while he was in transit to an out-of-state inpatient rehabilitation program. During the press conference in which he announced Sarkisian’s termination, Haden stated that he knew...
Sarkisian “was not healthy.”11 Less than two months later in December, Sarkisian filed his lawsuit against USC in a complaint containing 14 separate causes of action in which he chiefly asserted USC’s decision to terminate his employment violated his contract and was the product of disability based discrimination.12 Among the non-contractual causes of action Sarkisian alleges in his complaint against USC are failure to engage in the interactive process, failure to accommodate, discrimination of the basis of disability and retaliation. He seeks contractual damages in excess of $15 million.

**ALCOHOLISM IS A PROTECTED DISABILITY.**

Both the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and California Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA) prohibit employment discrimination based upon a person’s disability or known disability.13 Alcoholism is a protected disability under federal and California law.14 The disability discrimination allegations of Sarkisian’s complaint are brought only under the FEHA—presumably, because FEHA provides a broader definition of “disability.” Under FEHA a disability must only “limit” a “major life activity” and does not have to meet the “substantial limitation” standard required under the ADA.15 “Working” is statutorily defined as a “major life activity” under the FEHA.16 If Sarkisian’s alcoholism limited his ability to perform his job as USC’s head football coach, he had a protected disability under FEHA.17

Once an employee either notifies an employer that he or she has a disability or the employer perceives that the employee is disabled, the employer has two immediate obligations under FEHA. First, the employer must engage in an “interactive process”—basically a good faith discussion with the employee—about whether the employer can accommodate the employee’s disability such that the employee can perform the job’s essential functions.18 Second, an employer has an affirmative duty to provide a “reasonable accommodation” for the disability of the employee, unless the provision of that accommodation would place an “undue hardship” on the employer.19

These obligations are the heart of Sarkisian’s claims against USC for disability discrimination. In brief, he contends that USC knew (or should have known)
that he had a disability, and that USC failed to engage in the required “interactive process” or offer up any reasonable accommodation for dealing with his disability. For its part, USC’s position is that Sarkisian never admitted that he had a drinking problem and never said he needed to seek treatment. However this factual dispute is decided, any employment law practitioner or HR professional would acknowledge that firing an employee, whom you acknowledge is “not healthy,” one day after placing that employee on a leave of absence, constitutes, at minimum, awkward timing.

There also appears to be a factual dispute whether Sarkisian specifically informed Haden that he needed time off to participate in an inpatient rehabilitation program. Had he done so, USC would have had to consider another statutory obligation with respect to providing a reasonable accommodation. Under California Labor Code section 1025, an employer must “reasonably accommodate any employee who wishes to voluntarily enter and participate in an alcohol or drug rehabilitation program,” as long as the “reasonable accommodation does not impose an undue hardship on the employer.”

Although alcoholism can be a protected disability requiring consideration of a potential accommodation, under both the ADA and FEHA an employer can discipline and even discharge an employee whose use of alcohol adversely affects job performance or conduct. Put another way, an employee’s inappropriate behavior or failure to perform is not excused by the employee’s alcohol dependency, especially if the employer has specific workplace policies addressing alcohol. In the same vein, if a person is unable to perform the essential functions of his or her job, and no reasonable accommodation exists that would enable the employee to perform the “essential functions” of the job, the employer’s decision to terminate that employee does not constitute disability discrimination. Obviously, USC’s defense will be that it fired Sarkisian for his misconduct and performance problems and not because he was an alcoholic. Thus far, the only reported incidents involving Sarkisian’s performance problems are his inappropriate behavior at the “Salute to Troy” event in August and the team practice he was
Unable to attend after the USC loss to Washington in October. It would not be surprising to learn that there were other incidents of Sarkisian’s alcohol-related performance problems that were kept out of the press.

**Playing Arm Chair Quarterback.**

Hindsight, as the saying goes, is twenty-twenty. That said, it may be instructive to consider what strategy USC could have adopted in dealing with Coach Sarkisian that would have placed the University in a better position to defend against Sarkisian’s disability discrimination claims.

- **USC could have acknowledged that Sarkisian had an alcohol-based disability.** In response to Sarkisian’s claim that USC discriminated against him because of his alcoholism, the University asserts that it was unaware that the coach was an alcoholic, stressing that Sarkisian never admitted he had a drinking problem. “Denial” is commonly recognized as “an integral part of the disease of alcoholism,” and in this instance both the alcoholic and his employer appear to have been in denial. As more facts about Sarkisian’s drinking are elicited in discovery, and how many university officials (particularly, administrators in the athletic department) were aware of his overuse of alcohol, USC may have a difficult time sustaining its position that it was unaware that Sarkisian was an alcoholic. By not acknowledging that it knew Sarkisian was an alcoholic, USC in effect contends that there was no need for it to comply with the disability discrimination protections required under FEHA—meaning there was no need to engage in an “interactive process” with Sarkisian about potential accommodations or to attempt any reasonable accommodation. USC’s implicit position (as articulated in its motion to compel arbitration), that it did not have to treat Sarkisian as disabled because he never admitted he was an alcoholic, is contrary to court decisions which have held that the interactive process for considering a reasonable accommodation may be triggered by the employer’s recognition of the need for such an accommodation, even if the employee does not specifically make the request. Finally, in the absence of making any effort to reasonably accommodate Sarkisian’s alcoholism, it may be hard for the University to convincingly argue, that even if it had attempted to accommodate Sarkisian’s disability, the coach still would not have been able to perform the essential functions of his job.

- **USC could have made Sarkisian’s continued employment contingent upon his participation in a rehabilitation program.** At the time Haden told Sarkisian he was being placed on a leave of absence on October 11, the Athletic Director could have insisted that the coach attend an in-patient rehabilitation program. This accommodation is typically offered by employers to alcoholic employees. USC might have believed that directing its head coach into a rehabilitation program in the midst of the season would have placed an “undue hardship” on the program. Sarkisian’s advocates will counter that assistant coach Clay Helton, who had previously served as “interim head coach,” could have capably filled in for Sarkisian during his absence. In fact, USC ultimately made Helton its permanent head coach six weeks after it fired Sarkisian.

- **USC could have given Sarkisian a “last chance agreement.”** In addition to conditioning Sarkisian’s continued employment on his successful completion of a rehabilitation program, USC could have given the coach a “last chance agreement” (LCA). An LCA is a written agreement between an employer and its employee that allows the employee to remain employed despite alcohol-related misconduct, assuming the employee meets certain conditions. (One of those conditions is often the employee’s participation in a rehabilitation program.) If the employee engages in any further misconduct, (or fails to complete the rehab program) the LCA warns the employee that he or she will be fired. Admittedly, there are only a handful of decisions in California on LCAs, but the courts have enforced these agreements. For example, in 1996 a California Court of Appeal upheld the termination of an employee who had argued his employer had failed to reasonably accommodate his alcoholism by firing him after he had violated his signed LCA. In rejecting the employee’s argument that he deserved another LCA, the Court stated: “the employer’s duty
to accommodate such a disabling condition (alcoholism) is not unlimited, and the employer cannot be an insurer of recovery.”26 Practically speaking, an LCA operates as the final step in the employer’s demonstration of an effort to reasonably accommodate the alcoholic employee’s disability and, as such, it provides additional protection against a disability discrimination claim.

A FEW TAKEAWAYS FOR EMPLOYERS.

Mindful of the Sarkisian/USC dispute, employers should develop a “game plan” for dealing with employees who have drinking problems. The basic components of that game plan should include:

- **Workplace policies, communicated to all employees, prohibiting the use of alcohol in the workplace.** Even if alcoholism is a disability, the employer can still enforce its work rules and discipline misconduct and poor performance.

- **Training managers to recognize signs of alcoholism or substance abuse issues.** A non-exhaustive list of those signs would include: smelling alcohol on breath; bloodshot eyes; slurred speech; increased absenteeism and tardiness; rapid decline in performance; and complaints from customers, clients or co-workers regarding rude or inappropriate behavior and work quality.

- **Review (or adopt) an employee assistance program (EAP).** The EAP should include the ability to refer employees who have a drinking problem to a qualified rehabilitation program. Mandating the employee’s participation in a treatment program can be used in conjunction with disciplining the employee for alcohol-related misconduct or poor job performance. And, to reiterate, it also can be cited as an example of an effort to reasonably accommodate the employee’s disability.

- **Train managers and HR officials that alcoholism is a disability subject to protection under our disability discrimination laws.** The same training should differentiate between alcoholism as a protected disability and the company’s continued ability to discipline employees for misconduct and poor performance.

**CONCLUSION**

It is likely that the Sarkisian case will be resolved in arbitration without further public disclosure other than a press release announcing its settlement or resolution. Nonetheless, based upon what has been reported to date about the lawsuit between USC and its former coach, we can draw broader lessons applicable to workplaces beyond the gridiron.

Tom Wilson is a Senior Counsel in Morrison & Foerster’s Palo Alto office and can be reached at (650) 813-5604 or twilson@mofo.com.
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